
Waste Management Symposia: 2014  (In Phoenix, March 2-6, 2014) 

WIEB Staff Trip Report: March 10, 2014 

 
Sky Harbor Airport has a new train system1 that takes one from Terminal 4 to the 44th Street light rail stop. I 

arrived at the rail stop at about 12:30 AM.2 A cop advised me that on Sundays the last train into town is at 11 

PM. He pointed to a Circle K across the street, where cabbies wait for misinformed people like me. My cabbie 

whisked me into town at 40-50 miles per hour—more expensive than the light rail, but an excellent option 

given my circumstances. 

 

“Featured Nations”: Sweden & Finland (Session #3) 

Sweden and Finland were “featured nations” at this year’s symposium. One excellent consequence was a “best 

of Finland and Sweden” reception on Tuesday, serving “mashed potato martinis” (a plastic martini cup, with 

mashed potatoes topped with bacon bits, mushrooms, and cheese). Another is plentiful opportunities to hear 

about how these countries are making such excellent progress with their waste management programs, in 

contrast to the good old US of A. Sweden & Finland have: 

 Clear division of responsibility: federal regulation and licensing; utilities with full responsibility for 

disposal in all aspects. 

 Essentially two levels of government—no pesky state level to muck things up. 

 Local right of veto. 

 Openness and transparency over decades, building trust. 

 Cross-country transport is an option, but is not needed, due to water transport. 

 An “added values” program; the host locality gets a stable regional economy. (2% unemployment) 

 

The DOE NFST Presence 

Last year, as I remember, DOE Assistant Secretary Pete Lyons was much in evidence—giving a plenary 

address, contributing to several panel discussions, attending selected sessions, allowing himself to be button-

holed in the hallways. There’s no Pete Lyons this year. No Bill Boyle. I think I saw Monica Regalbuto, but she 

doesn’t remember who I am. Judith Holm is here, and we talked a bit, mainly about Alex Thrower. Jeff 

Williams is here and contributed to a panel discussion on interim storage. Several DOE NFST contractors are 

here, to report on their recent work. But the overall DOE-NE presence is much reduced from WM’13—I 

presume as a consequence of the July 31, 2013 House Energy and Commerce Committee on the DOE 

Strategy.  It’s pretty damn sad. 

 

Perspectives on the US Repository Program—After the BRC (Session #23) 

I attended a session in which grizzled veterans of the program tried to assess the current situation and offer 

thoughts regarding a path forward: 

 Don Vieth (a respected former Yucca Mtn. Project Manager) believes that the NRC’s proposed Waste 

Confidence Rule will not stand under certain challenge from NRDC and others, on grounds that, in its 

several iterations, it has lost/abandoned its focus on disposal. When nuclear plants are shutdown with no 

disposal in prospect, he asks, who then is responsible? His answer: each reactor facility. Paul Dickman 

takes this a step further, in what he calls the “burn down the house” option. Utilities should sue for full 

(not partial) breach of contract, including full reimbursement of the NWF. Congress won’t act otherwise. 

 

 Mike Voegele (former OCRWM, now Nye County consultant) retraced the steps leading to the “Aiken II” 

mandamus decision.  NRC actually completed the Yucca Mtn. Safety Evaluation Reports (with positive 

findings) in September 2010. They were then suppressed by NRC Chairman Jazko. It is outrageous that 

                                                      
1  I understand that it will be extended to serve terminal 3, and that terminal 2 (currently used by United, but considered “historic”) 

will be converted into an airplane museum. Not sure where United will wind up. 
2  It’s my own fault. I thought I had booked a 10 AM flight from Denver, but discovered it actually left at 10 PM. 



one Senator (Reid), with the cooperation of a politically-obligated President, could thwart the will odf 

Congress. 

 

 Rod McCullum (NEI) suggests  that Nevada’s contentions regarding the YMP should be converted into a 

research program, conducted—not primarily by DOE labs, but—by Nevada universities and institutes. He 

argues that this could lead to “informed consent.” 

 

 George Dials (with Leif Erikson) suggests: 

o Temporary regional MRS facilities; 

o Revisit the YMP, considering it for storage(?) and disposal; 

o Consider bedded salt (23 states have major deposits); 

o Disposal of HLW at WIPP. NNSA is interested, and this should be easy to arrange in the next 

Administration. 

 

 John Heaton apologized for the accident at WIPP, but says that all systems operated as they should, and 

that the releases (inside and outside of the repository) were quite small amounts of Americium. (I talked to 

another experienced and knowledgeable person, who says that there are no excuses for the accident; it 

should never have happened; and DOE’s response thus far is much too PR motivated.) 

 

Heaton also urged the government to: 

o Set geologic criteria for disposal; 

o Set contract provisions for consideration by prospective host states; 

o Establish a set of siting incentives, for use in negotiations; 

o Allow states that provide interim storage to pocket the one mill per kilowatt-hour fee. (Not sure 

how this would work in a state like NM, which has no nuclear reactors.) 

 

 Eric Knox says that Representative Mike Simpson (R-ID, with roles on both the House Appropriations and 

Energy & Water committees, may offer some hope. 

 

Changing Economics: Nuclear Power, Reactor Decommissioning (Session #41) 

In a session on nuclear power plant decontamination and decommissioning, Jaz Devgum (Sargent & Lundy, 

Chicago) provided an interesting review of the impacts of changing economics. 

 Energy demand in China and India is increasing at twice the rates in the U.S. 

 Gas prices in the U.S. declined sharply between 2007 and 2011, but are expected to increase over the next 

decade. 

 In a nuclear plant, people costs constitute 69% of total O&M (i.e. not fuel costs), compared with 11% in a 

gas plant.  

 The implementation of NRC’s “Fukushima orders”3 costs about $40 million per (older) reactor, which in 

many cases, does not “pencil out”. 

 For these reasons, the “nuclear renaissance” discussed five years ago has stalled. Reactor shutdowns will 

increase. (See recent Exelon announcement.) 

 

Changing DOE Contractor Roles (Session #34)  

A session on contractor roles focused on changes in the traditional “cost plus” contract in the DOE complex. 

Now prime contracts are “fixed price” (the contractor “owns the scope”; the risks are “baked-in”), or “target 

price”, or “upset limit”.  

 

                                                      
3  EA-12-049: mitigation strategies;  EA-12-05: hardened vents;  EA-12-51: pool instrumentation. 



Where uncertainties are low, an incentive-based contract can work, as at RFLETS or Fernald. Where 

uncertainties are greater, there is the question how these should be distributed between DOE and the 

contractor. 

 

Funding fluctuations complicate any contract vehicle. Changes in requirements (after preliminary design) 

complicate contract management. DOE contract “oversight” is often focused on compliance rather improved 

results. “In-progress reviews”, if over-done, can result in “death-by-a-thousand-cuts”. DOE should “manage 

the contract rather than the contract”. DOE should focus on contractor self-assessment, and avoid “everyone 

looking at everything”. 

 

Specific situations were not discussed in the session, but were discussed outside it: For several years , DOE 

has conducted Hanford clean-up in anticipation of litigation under the Tri-Party Agreement. Most questions 

get referred immediately to the Department of Justice, drastically reducing information sharing among the 

parties. Consultation and collaboration are much reduced. Parties address issues as they can, on their own 

inconsistent bases. Many questions are simply dropped, due to lack of information or lack of funding. This 

doesn’t sound too good. 

 

Consolidated Interim Storage and Reprocessing (Session #57) 

Jeff Williams’ presentation was titled “The Case for Interim Storage Remains Valid Today”, or DOE’s 1989 

position on interim storage remains valid today. Security at 60-70 reactor sites is costly. The cost savings of an 

MRS increase as the repository start date recedes. We need standardized dry storage, but how? And where?  

We probably need to repackage, but where (at still-operating reactor sites?) and to what “standardized canister. 

 

Fred Bailly of Areva discussed the French system: 

 SNF is transported (almost entirely by rail) to LaHague for reprocessing. 

 Reprocessing yields MOX fuel, plutonium, and vitrified HLW. The latter limits demands on scarce 

repository disposal space. 

 When disposal space is available, it will be shipped there b y rail. 

 Rather straight-forward, no?? 

 

Analysis of the DOE FY’2015 Budget (Session 52B) 

A roundtable was scheduled to discuss “notable U.S. DOE budget changes from the current year, potential 

new starts and programs…..and identification of key challenges and opportunities”. The roundtable was to 

include DOE-EM, DOE-NE, and NNSA. Audience participation was to be encouraged. 

 

The session was cancelled, without explanation as far as I could tell. I’ve come across a few news reports on 

pieces of the puzzle: 

 Regarding Yucca Mountain (from the LV Sun)  In his budget proposal, Obama reiterates a stand on Yucca 

Mountain that comes as reassurance to anti-dumpsite Nevadans, especially after a year in which the federal 

courts sided with those who want to keep the development going. 

The budget puts $79 million toward research and development in the areas of transportation, storage, 

disposal and consent-based siting of a nuclear waste repository “after determining that Yucca Mountain 

was not a workable solution for disposing of the nation’s spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive 

waste.” 

 Regarding the SRS “Mixed Oxide” Project (from the Greenville SC News):The U.S. Department of Energy 

budget for the next fiscal year places a project at the Savannah River Site to convert weapons grade plutonium to 

nuclear reactor fuel on “cold standby,” according to the South Carolina chapter of the Sierra Club. 



The DOE budget was sent to Congress Tuesday with comments about its plans for the mixed-oxide project 

at SRS in Aiken. “Following a year-long review of the plutonium disposition program, the budget provides 

funding to place the Mixed Oxide (MOX) Fuel Fabrication Facility in South Carolina into cold-standby,” 

the budget states. “NNSA is evaluating alternative plutonium disposition technologies to MOX that will 

achieve a safe and secure solution more quickly and cost effectively. The administration remains 

committed to the U.S.-Russia Plutonium Management and Disposition Agreement, and will work with its 

Russian partners to achieve the goals of the agreement in a mutually beneficial manner.” 

Tom Clements, a nuclear adviser to the South Carolina chapter of the Sierra Club, welcomed the news. 

“The MOX program is unsustainable due to run-away costs and the shutdown of the project must be 

carried out quickly while DOE immediately initiate options to dispose of plutonium as waste,” he said. 

“This is only a request, but if it goes through MOX is dead. We have long called on DOE to abandon the 

mismanaged MOX project and implement viable disposition alternatives and this request finally gets DOE 

on the right track.” 

Manufacturing Radioactive Material Packages and Containers (Session 56) 

Steve O’Connor co-chaired a session on the challenges that relatively small firms4 face in manufacturing 

commonly used packages (IP-1, IP-2, IP-3, Type A) for DOE-EM. Representatives seem to agree: 

 They appreciate the DOE-EM business; 

 Audits should be consolidated. Sometimes the site wants to do its own audit, in addition to that by the 

DOE-EM purchaser.  

 Detailed RFQs should be prepared by DOE engineers that a) Understand package manufacture; consider 

the cost impact of various requirements, and also serve as the Point of Contact with vendors. 

 “E-audits” are a bad idea. 

 Vendors should a recourse procedure. 

 

Onsite Storage at Nuclear Power Plants (Session #78) 

Session #57, above, discussed off-site storage. This session discussed on-site storage issues:  

 NRC’s Anna Bradford discussed plans for regulating waste generated by Small Modular Reactors (SMRs). 

The NRC expects to receive the B&W mPower SMR design in late 2014, and the NuScale Power SMR 

design in 2015. NUREG-0800 describes NRC’s adaptation of current regulations to SMRs, which also use 

light water reactor technology. 

 

NRC regulations for “advanced” Generation IV reactors are under consideration but not yet developed. 

The fuel for these reactors could be enriched to 19%. They could use different fuel forms (e.g. pebbles). 

And, they may have unique waste streams. 

 

 Brian Gutherman discussed “lessons learned” in the use of NRC’s 10 CFR 72 general license process. As 

the regulation has been adapted to different circumstances (les necessary in other countries, which have 

more standardized reactor designs), the U.S. regulatory framework has become a mess. 

 

 Russell Goff discussed his bright idea for making SNF a useful by-product rather than merely waste: The 

fuel rods are removed from assemblies, moved to a separate “tight” on-site building, and lined up in 

arrays. Materials requiring sterilization are then passed along the arrays, receiving gamma rays. He figures 

that there is a $400 million market for this service, and that the technology could save $200 million per 

site, compared to dray storage alone. The most likely early application is a Fed Corp site such as TVA. 

The next prospect is at reactors in industrial areas that product products requiring sterilization. 

 

                                                      
4  MHF Services; Container Products Corp.; PacTec; Container Technologies Industries; Peterson Inc.; Skolnik 

Industries. 



 John Scaglioni discussed ORNL’s “integrated SND data and analysis system”, which builds on DOE’s 

RW-859 database, which has been updated from 2002 via the DOE General Counsel. The system has 

advanced dramatically over the past two years, since it was discussed by John Wagner at a Core Group 

meeting. Among other things, Scaglione says that the system now addresses transportability after storage, 

though his presentation did not explain how.  

 

Offsite Storage Schemes (Session #93) 

Last year, Areva and Energy Solutions reported on DOE-supported work regarding off-site storage. This work 

has continued (I presume with continued DOE support) with interesting results, particularly (for me) in the 

case of Energy Solutions, whose concepts were presented by Chris Phillips. He concludes that direct disposal 

of large dual-purpose canisters (currently 20,000 MT) is probably not feasible, unless these were first cooled 

for 100 years. So, he focuses on the 50,000 MT currently in pool storage. This, he says, should be removed 

from pools and shipped as bare fuel (uncanistered) by truck to a centralized storage facility, where it would be 

packaged in standardized transportation-aging-disposal canisters (or STADs), which come in three sizes: 

4PWR/9BWR; 12PWR/32BWR, and 24PWR/88BWR. 

 

These seem like useful ideas, which I assume are discussed at DOE NFST. For me, they raise questions, but 

the session format provides just 20 minutes per topic: 

 Can three STADs (the second and third 3x and 6x larger than the first) be considered “standardized”—

capable of disposal in any prospective disposal media? 

 Do they really proposed shipment of 50,000MT (plus prospective discharges) by truck? 

 How do these STADs deal with high burn-up and damaged SNF? 

 Is the repackaging facility so expensive that the program can afford only one? 

 Does this facility also repackage the 20,000 MT now stored in large dual purpose canisters? 

 Does the location of the repackaging facility inevitably prejudice repository siting? 

 Please add to the list. I’ll follow up and see what I can do.  

 

Transport Subsequent to Storage (Session #119) 

The WM Symposia involves the risk of death-by-PowerPoint. There are 127 sessions, each with 5-6 speakers, 

or about 650 PowerPoint presentations, a significant portion of which are not fully communicative. A fair 

number of speakers read their slides. After a few days, one can begin to wonder, Why? 

 

I stayed through the final afternoon, which included a good session by Fred Dilger, titled “Toil and Trouble”. 

Preceding Fred were four sessions by researchers from Sandia, ORNL, INL and PNNL, on related topics 

related to the prediction of the performance of SNF in transport. This work, funded by Bill Boyle’s portion of 

the Used Fuel Disposition program, uses “finite element models” similar to those applied in the recent 

NUREG-2125 study, but incorporates more detailed analyses of the performance of fuel, cladding, assemblies 

and casks in transport. The two main stressors are sudden shock or vibration, both complicated processes to 

model. (For example, ORNL is applying a “cyclic integrated reversible-bending fatigue tester” to investigate 

vibration.)  

 

Incorporated into finite element models, these and other data will be used to determine the need for component 

testing, and for testing at full and partial scales. This, in turn, should provide a better basis for confidence in 

cask design performance in transport5, casks systems as fabricated, and performance in repeated use. 

 

During the sessions, the researchers stated that their purpose was to “validate” their data and their models—

currently regarding cask performance in transport, then perhaps in aging, and (if the cask is multi-purpose) in 

disposal. This validation process is currently occurring among themselves and their DOE contractors, but not 

yet among states or others. I intend to explore with Bill Boyle the possibility of developing a broader process. 

                                                      
5  Unfortunately, there are many canister-cask system designs in the U.S.; no program will test all at full-scale. 



 

Strategic Assessment of the NRC Low-Level Waste Regulatory Program  (Friday AM Workshop) 

In conjunction with WM’14, NRC conducted a Friday morning workshop on the regulatory framework for 

LLRW disposal. The workshop was attended by representatives of the several compacts6, Agreement states 

(e.g. the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality; the Washington Dept. of Health), and site 

owners/managers (e.g. Waste Control Specialists; Energy Solutions). 

 

The LLRW system for disposal regulatory/disposal system is under pressure for several reasons: 

 In 2008, Barnwell (SC) was closed to out-of-compact waste generators. 

 The Andrews County (TX) “compact facilityof GTCC and ” opened in 20127, but the Southwest, Rocky 

Mountain and other compacts do not have disposal facilities. 

 The decommissioning of shutdown nuclear reactors generates large quantities of LLRW, including 

substantial portions of Class B & C wastes. 

 Uranium enrichment generates depleted uranium, which requires a disposal path. 

 “Sealed sources” are an increasing safety concern. 

 Site owners/managers want “flexibility” that will enable them to pack more LLRW into existing facilities. 

 The four currently-active disposal sites are not equivalent: The Texas and South Carolina sites are more 

“highly engineered” than the Utah and Washington sites. 

 DOE-EM will issue a final EIS for GTCC wastes in 2014.8 The Congressionally identified disposal path 

could be a geologic repository9 (WIPP?), but it could be special trenches on existing (or newly sited?) 

disposal sites. 

 DOE itself produces substantial quantities of “GTCC-like” waste. Though DOE “self-regulates” disposal, 

the EIS considered both commercial and DOE-generated GTCC waste. Congress could identify the same 

disposal method (and site?10) for both. 

 In the above case, the authority of Agreement States to perform licensing and inspection  of government as 

well as commercial GTCC waste would need to be considered. 

 

These LLRW topics have links to WGA WIPP-TAG and WIEB HLRW: 

 WIEB’s main focus is SNF/HLW transport, but Congress could require disposal of GTCC waste in an area 

also under consideration for disposal of HLW and/or SNF. Further, as it considers transport of SNF from 

reactor sites, WIEB will also consider transport of GTCC and other decommissioning wastes from the 

same sites. 

 WGA WIPP-TAG’s focus is the transport of TRU waste from DOE sites to WIPP, but it also considers 

transport of LLRW generated in DOE clean-up, including DOE-generated “GTCC-like” waste. 

 The U-233 controversy in Nevada is an example of the mismatch of DOE and NRC LLRW disposal 

criteria. Under NRC classification, U-233 could not be disposed as LLRW, but under DOE criteria in can 

be so disposed (at NNSA), and shipped right down the Las Vegas Strip enroute. 

 The compacts are responsible for matching LLRW generation to available disposal capacity,  but they 

generally do not focus on the transportation implications. 

 Perhaps a bit of creative coordination is in order. 

                                                      
6  The Northwest Compact includes UT, WA, ID, MT, OR, & WY, and has two active disposal sites—at Richland, WA 

and Clive, UT.  The Southwest Compact includes AZ, CA, ND & SD, but has no active disposal sites.  The Rocky 

Mountain Compact includes CO, NV, & CO, but has no active disposal sites.  The Texas Compact includes TX & VT, 

and accepts LLRW from states in compacts without disposal facilities, and from unaffiliated states such as NE.        
7  The compact facility is licensed to dispose of Class A, B & C wastes. WCS also has facilities for federal wastes, hazardous waste, 

and byproduct material. It also provides treatment and storage, waste compaction, and cask services.,   
8  The disposal responsibility for both commercial and federal GTCC wastes was assigned to DOE by Congress, similarly to the 

NWPA’s assignment the disposal responsibility for both commercial SNF and federal HLW.. 
9  In which case, disposal will be guided by NRC 10-CFR-60.  
10  See “Disposal of U-233 as Low-Level Waste at the Nevada Nuclear Security Site”, by Mike Voegele, Joseph Ziegler, and Darrell 

Lacy: WM’14 Paper #14175. 



 

 

 

People in Attendance 

Often, the best thing about the Waste Management Symposium is the chance to talk informally with other 

“people-in-the-program”. This seemed less available for me this year than previously, but it still happened. In 

no order, here are some of those I enjoyed seeing: 

 Judith Holm……first time since the March 2013 (or Fall 2012?) Core Group meeting. 

 Alvin Mushkatel……..formerly with the NV Project Team. 

 Leif Erikson…….a good character and Waste Symposium stalwart. 

 Darrell Lacy and Mike Voegele……..from Nye County; had several papers. 

 Rod McCullum…….from NEI, whose positions are evolving. 

 Harold Adkins…..from PNNL. 

 Eric Knox……..from URS, formerly with DOE. 

 Fred Dilger……gave paper on transportation, titled “Toil and Trouble”. 

 John Heaton…….representing Carlsbad, very effectively. 

 Abe van Luik…….formerly OCRWM; since the YMP shutdown, with DOE-EM in Carlsbad. 

 Bob Zelmer………worked with the Canadian repository program. 

 Russell Goff………a bright kid with an interesting idea. 

 Uldis Vanags……….CRG-ERT. 

 Leonard Slosky……Rocky Mtn. LLRW Board 

 Laurie Ford……..management consultant, from Columbus OH. 

 Chip Cameron………long-time NRC meeting manager, very good guy. 
 


